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One of the goals for attendees at 

any conference is to participate in 

as many sessions as possible. At 

most conferences, however, sessions 

are offered simultaneously, which 

makes it impossible to attend 

everything. The Winnipeg 

Conference Committee addressed 

this challenge by providing a 

conference-ending plenary session 

designed to summarize the key 

points explored in every session. 

This article reflects the key 

observations made by the three 

conference rapporteurs who 

followed sessions in each of the 

conference's three thematic 

streams: The Changing World, 

The Changing Profession, and 

The Changing Community. 
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The Changing World 
(Rapporteur: Mark Seasons) 
The conference began with a presentation 
by Curtis Johnson, who explored how 
much impact the economy has on our 
cities-a theme picked up and expanded 
upon by Anne Golden. Johnson stressed 
the need for collaboration co address the 
changes that communities and city
regions are experiencing. This collabora
tion requires the participation of both 
traditional and new stakeholders. The 
key is co create and maintain a nerwork 
of trusting relationships and co work 
together to mutual benefit. 

While Johnson's examples were most
ly American, there are lessons for many 
Canadian cities, especially those places 
that consider themselves "citistates ." 
Johnson's presentation, and that of Angus 
Reid, presented some key data regarding 
trends in the economy, the political econ
omy, society, and values, among many 
others. These are familiar co most of us by 
now. However, the manner in which plan
ners respond co these phenomena is less 
clear and needs attention. 

The sessions on globalization 
addressed the local impacts of global 
change. Gillian Mason's presentation on 
the Commonwealth nations' approaches 
co changing forms of governance exam-

ined the need for planners to understand, 
track, adapt to, and-where possible
take advantage of these phenomena. 
Pamela Robinson's presentation showed us 
how global climates are affected by, and 
affect, our behaviour in cities and ulti
mately our quality oflife. Ian Wight's pre
sentation, "Planner as Glocalizer," stressed 
the need for planners to chink and act at 
both local and global levels, and to bal
ance and integrate economic, social, and 
environmental concerns in their practice. 

This theme of reinventing govern
ment was continued in presentations by 
Theresa Baxter, Mitchell Kosny, and 
Donald Aubrey. While representing three 
quite different settings-Calgary, Toronto, 
and the Northwest Territories-their pre
sentations had much in common. The 
question in each case was whether each 
place had the institutional capacity to 
manage fundamental changes and co 
achieve the quality of life that people want. 

Clearly, an important aspect of this 
theme of The Changing World is chat of 
technology. Reid covered some of the 
major themes and issues pertaining co 
technology and its impacts. The presenta
tions by Duncan Fraser, Anthony 
Westenbroek, and Brian Sinclair reminded 
us that computer hardware and sofrware 
technologies are cools for enhancing com-
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munications, especially the rapid exchange 
of ideas and concepts. We need to remind 
ourselves of the need for patience, rein
forcement, and continuous training to 
ensure that these systems work and that 
they are seen by users as useful. 

The workshops on the rural challenge 
provided a nice counterbalance to the 
high-level discussion on globalization. 
William Horne's presentation on 
Brandon's investments in physical services 
remind us that "hallmark events," such as 
the Canada Games, can leave a legacy of 
facilities and amenities which provide the 
basis for future events and tourism-based 
economic development. Rod Nasewich 
reviewed the evolution of communiry eco
nomic development in Manitoba, noting 
the increasing importance of communiry 
economic development and the opportu
nities for planners in this role. Finally, 
CliffYoudale's presentation on manufac
tured housing asked planners to review 
and update their zoning by-laws and 
plans to accommodate this increasingly 
important housing option. 

The Changing Profession 
(Rapporteur: Jill Grant) 
Despite the diversiry of presentation top
ics, the second conference stream reflected 
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a number of recurrent themes-some new 
and others timeless. Many presenters 
acknowledged the changing context of 
work for planners as the century draws to 
a close. The downloading of debt and 
responsibilities from higher to lower levels 
of government, and to the private or vol
untary sectors, has forced those who 
employ planners to reassess what they do 
and how they do it. Such re-evaluation has 
led to restructuring of organizations and 
job responsibilities. Few planners find that 
their jobs have not changed considerably 
in the last few years. Unfortunately for 
many, some planning jobs have disap
peared and planners have become 
vulnerable to job loss. 

Change has brought with it opportu
nities for new kinds of work for planners as 
we respond to different institutional man
dates, structures, and values. Planners may 
find themselves more involved in adminis
tration, negotiation, and logistics than they 
would have been a decade ago. However, 
the defining value of planning has 
remained that of efficiency. The contempo
rary context demands efficiency more than 
any other of the values of planning. 

The growing influence of populist 
politics is leading to what some presenters 
called a "democratization" of practice. 
Planners are experimenting with new and 

improved models of public involvement 
to give citizens a voice in planning; how
ever, some of the presenters remarked on 
the persistent gap berween consultation 
and decision-making. Planners are expect
ed to form "partnerships" of various sorts 
with diverse clienteles for ends that may 
not be clearly defined. Often planners 
find themselves in situations in which 
power has been centralized while responsi
biliry has been decentralized. 

As planners, we believe strongly in 
taking the big picture into account and 
trying, difficult as it may prove, to be syn
thetic in our philosophy. Several presenta
tions touched on the major substantive 
issue of our profession: the need to pro
mote, control, or mitigate the effects of 
growth and development (depending on 
the context). Some papers discussed plan
ning tools, pointing to the inflexibiliry of 
zoning. As a profession, we have a 
love/hate relationship with zoning: it is 
the tool most closely associated with our 
profession, and one appreciated by politi
cians and properry owners for its political, 
economic, and social functions, yet we 
understand clearly its limitations in 
achieving other communiry aims. 

We heard suggestions from some pre
senters that planning doesn't always get a 
lot of respect. In the most direct challenge 
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of the conference, Angus Reid asked if 
"planning" is a meaningful label for what 
we do. Are we a "profession" in the usual 
sense of that word? Can we identify our 
core values and practices? These questions 
are not new; in fact, CIP has addressed 
them many times throughout the years. 
Nonetheless, as several conference dele
gates noted, we still have a lot of 
educating ro do. 

With examples from Newfoundland 
to British Columbia and beyond, presen
ters made clear that the challenges of 
change are everywhere, as they always 
have been for a profession grounded in 
coping with change. The values and 
expectations of the world and community 
are transforming around us. Thus we con
tinue to ask the key question: how should 
we respond to maintain the relevance of 
planning? The Changing Profession stream 
gave delegates ample opportunity to con
sider possible answers. 

The Changing Community 
(Rapporteur: Ian Skelton) 
Many conference discussions reflected 
Curtis Johnson's opening remark on 
Monday that contemporary decision 
structures are inadequate for the emergent 
circumstances. These discussions reported, 
described, critiqued, and even glorified 
collaborative processes that had worked 
toward the enablement of new arrange
ments. Planners showed that they are 
working with new constituencies or differ
ent constituencies, and they are working 
in new and different ways. 

It seems that our understanding of 
what these collaborative processes repre-
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sent is limited. There could be serious 
consequences for planning and for the 
world in which we plan if we do nor come 
to a clearer understanding of what we are 
doing. Many of us described collaboration 
that has enabled marker solutions to myri
ad problems that previously seemed 
intractable. There is a paradox, however, 
that if the solution is really the market as 
we used to understand it, then it's sup
posed to happen with a hidden hand. 
We're not supposed to need collaboration 
to achieve it, and this is the hubris that 
Angus Reid talked about. Bur the market 
isn't what it used to be, and we'd better 
nor forger it. 

This leads to a second point. So what 
if we don't see current trends clearly? What 
if we set up new arrangements without 
careful analysis? Speakers at the conference 
described three types of errors. One type of 
error lies in mixing values that do not 
belong. Another type of error is losing 
resources. Good planning needs to inte
grate resources drawing very broadly in 
society. We might say: the broader, rhe 
stronger. The old institutions may have a 
lot to offer, even if it comes in newly 
aligned ways. A third type of error is lost 
opportunity. As many speakers said, bring
ing together the different constituents into 
new arrangements can make great things 
happen that would never otherwise materi
alize. Bur this raises the crucial issue of 
making sure rhe right people-and all rhe 
right people-are included. In the session 
on sustainability, it was clear that the 
involvement of many people and the 
inclusion of their needs and desires are 
vital to meet the challenges. 

As a final point, how should we look 

at the new collaborative processes? We are 
doing a great deal more than making great 
deals. We are involved in devising new 
systems of governance. We are forging 
new modes of communication. We are 
creating new social arrangements that will 
continue to shape and mold society far 
beyond the moment. In making the deci
sion structures that can be adequate for 
today's circumstances, we should carefully 
draw on the strengths and values of the 
old systems. Planners have vital roles in 
realigning these strengths and values. We 
must do this carefully, deliberately, and 
accountably. 

Clearly, planners will continue to face 
challenges that perplex and intrigue. 
Perhaps we need, as Curtis Johnson noted, 
to "pick the right trouble, nor stay our of 
trouble" and "ask the questions that mat
ter." Or, as Ian Wight argued, "think at 
the scales that count, and act at the levels 
that matter." 
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